
SixthSense
BROADCAST MONITORING AND  ALERTING

SixthSense goes beyond silence detection and site 

control to provide an all encompassing solution to 

ensure reliability. Our software-defined solution 

allows for integration with a variety of broadcast 

and transmission equipment that harware-based 

products lack. Rest assured your station is in good 

hands with SixthSense.
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DETECT
Detect failures of one or both channels, 
playlist issues, and faults from other 
studio and transmitter site gear. Our 
customizable tools capture a wide 
variety of data and equipment to 
provide you with the tools to get back 
to air faster.

NOTIFY
Be notified of an issue with our 
multiplatform alerting utility. Receive 
email, text message, phone call*, or 
notification icon alert. SixthSense 
integrates with SideCAR Radio Logger 
and many automation systems for alert 
capture and logging.

RECOVER
Improve station uptime  with 
advanced system recovery procedures 
compatible with most automation 
and AoIP brands. Get back to air faster 
and without the need for manual 
intervention or the need to shut down 
the transmitter.

INTEGRATE WITH SideCAR
SixthSense integrates seamlessly with SideCAR radio logger 
by providing a path to SideCAR’s browser based player and 
reporting status of critical services. SideCAR enables users 
to log their programming, deliver accurate transcription and 
view entity detection of their spoken segments.

FEATURES
 W Audio and tuner card options for flexible installation 
 W Browser-based monitoring interface
 W Multiplatform alerts inform key personnel quickly
 W Integrates with most automation and AoIP equipment
 W Customizable hardware/software solution

% info@SummitTechGroup.com

! (248) 706-6963  |  (800) ENCO-SYS
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*feature will be released in future version
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WHAT IS SixthSense?
SixthSense is a turnkey solution that provides simple yet powerful silence detection and site control. 
Our software-defined model goes beyond what the industry-standard contact closure can provide by 
attempting to recover from a failure or improper state in AoIP equipment and automation systems. The 
browser-based interface can be used by station personnel to monitor the status of up to four stations at a 
time. Users can login from anywhere in the world to check on key station data.

DOES MY STATION NEED SixthSense?
Whether as a result of a catestrophic equipment failure, or a forgetful jock leaving the fader down, silence 
drives away listeners and advertisers alike. SixthSense is a highly customizable, software-defined solution 
to detect silence, alert personnel, and attempt recovery from events that otherwise would lead to silence. 
Remain compliant with industry regulations, satisfy advertisers, and never miss an impression again with 
SixthSense from Summit Technology Group.

SixthSense... When alerting is simply not enough.


